
A Special Tribute to Alison Bird - Vale Nov 2018

Alison had been involved with BrisLETS over the years 
through OzLETS, QLETS etc because of Tableland LETS she 
started in 1991.
Staying in Brisbane for treatment, Alison connected with 
BrisLETS, then moved down here to Arana Hills while 
remaining a member of Tableland LETS then became a 
BrisLETS member. Alison whole heartedly committed to what 
ever she was doing.

Alison has been instrumental to BrisLETS in so many ways to 
so many people on so many levels - starting out with creating 
a Card Making business, her blog, recycling and requesting 
and getting help during her journey to move here, making 
simple lists on scraps of paper but following up with people 
about details during chemo, attending the local, state and 
national events to share the concepts of LETS, being on the 
committee to move BrisLETS forward, able to relate to people 
from all walks of life. 
Alison had the vision to take ideas into reality, and take people 
with her. Using all means from paper to technology Alison was 
integral to trouble shooting CES changes, writing stories, 
facebook reminders etc.



Alison's Tribute continues



30th Anniversary

BrisLETS
1988-2018





The board of Trustees

BrisLETS 1988

The first 80 members held monthly meetings and published the newsletter 
and resource register with a diverse range of offerings including Pritikin 
cooking, landscaping design, safe sex workshops, past life therapy, nursing 
services, dental, flotation tanks, rebirthing, building labourer, montessori 
pre-school care etc. 

Alissa and Partner moved to Cairns and Member #0027 Wayne Palmer 
was elected inaugural President of the 12 Board of Trustees we think Feb 
1988. His wife  Valerie was treasurer. Russell Preston took on the 
membership officer role and remembers they created the policy and 
procedures. 

 



BrisLETS 1989

Between 1988-94 Russell was away with work so took on the 
Ombudsman Role  to resolve disputes.  
Russell also attended the first formation meeting of OzLETS 
at Maleny convened by Ann Jupp (Jill’s sister).



LETS Origins

 The LETS barter system has its origins in the social movement of the 1960s and 1970s in 
Vancouver. In a period of economic instability and influenced by the hippie movement, Michael 
Linton, together with David Weston, developed a first barter system in 1976 that they dubbed 
‘Community Exchange’. This precursor of the LETSystem was based on the bartering of time and 
it met with little success initially. It was not until the decline in economic activity at the beginning 
of the 1980s that the ideas of Michael Linton gained support. The high level of unemployment 
and financial uncertainty prompted Michael Linton to set up a first LETS group in 1983. He 
wanted to give the jobless population a way of supporting itself. The system made use of the 
‘Green Dollar’, a new local currency that was made equivalent in value to the Canadian dollar 
instead of time. This first pilot project only existed for a few years due to a lack of transparency 
and trust and an excessive centralisation. But it was not long before the LETS model was picked 
up once again. The imposition of fish quotas caused the Canadian maritime areas to suffer high 
unemployment figures but this time people did indeed succeed in withstanding the crisis by 
means of LETS groups. Moreover, the benefits in this respect are seen not only in economic 
terms but also in social terms.

 The success story of LETSystems in the Canadian maritime regions was an example that also 
found imitators abroad. To begin with, the LETS model spread through the English-speaking 
world, then also in other industrialised countries. Four-fifths of the total number of LETS groups 
are located in Argentina, a statistic that is largely attributable to the currency crisis of 2001. It 
should also be pointed out that LETSystems hardly occur at all in Central America, Eastern 
Europe, Africa or Asia, with the exception of Japan.

BrisLETS 1990



Australia embraced LETS

Jill's travels saw LETS spring up in rural Victoria and Western Australia. 
Subsequently, the word spread to South Australia and Tasmania then 
much later the Northern Territory and North Queensland became hooked 
with Alison Bird starting Tablelands LETS in 1991. The network began to 
spread. Jill’s friends assisted in growing LETS Japan and Switzerland. 
Michael Linton and Paul Felix (Deloraine LETS in Tasmania) began and 
helped existing LETS in a big way in the United Kingdom. They even 
involved local councils! 

- They held Annual Fairs

BrisLETS 1991



OzLETS?
 Wayne was still the president, Treasurer Leona
 In June the Annual Fair was held Cnr Kennedy & Rockbourne Tce at Paddington.
 Oct saw the first National Conference at Yarrihappini, mid way between Coffs Harbour 

and Kempsy NSW  with 70 participants from130 groups in Oz. A WA State 
Government grant of $50,000 through Skillshare was given to expand 6 LETS there.

      NZ had 50 groups, with Auckland having 2000 members including professional     

      traders, a food and clothing shop. A National magazine was edited by Penny Stockley  
 

      from Armadale. Michael Linton assured attendees that Australia was at the leading 

      edge of world development.
 The newsletter said there was renewed commitment to sparkling conversation, 

informed discussions on serious issues, demonstrations, entertainment, barter and 
food.

 Social Bushwalk at Kenmans Reserves was advertised.
 Questionnaire on the renewal form, formed basis for a list of interests/activities 

members wanted to do.
 Transaction book keeper was expected to spend 15hrs/mth, and needed computer 

and printer and claimed 10 units/h for approved business.

BrisLETS 1992



1993-1997

 BrisLETS was very active with stalls eg at the New Farm Festival, Northey St Green 
Fair, BOGI Fair, an open house, interest from the Kenmore High School, an article in 
Grass Roots Magazine. 

 AGM was held at the New Farm Neighbourhood Centre. 
 They were using the LETS assist program to track the debits and credits.
 A 500 debit limit was implemented and BrisLETS grappled with inter-letting after 

Beaches LETS imposed a 2000 Dr limit. 
 BrisLETS used dispute resolution counselling to resolve the interpersonal issues. 
 Membership ranged from Mt Nebo to Eden's Landing to near Caboolture. TrogLETS 

was on the Granite Belt and Coochiemudlo Island had a group.
 BrisLETS participated in QLETS and OZLETS, part of LETS Australia. 

BrisLETS 1993



Computer

 Denis Fountain's stepson was doing the transactions in a 
spreadsheet then Alex Mitrow started developing a program 
to record transactions. 

BrisLETS 1994



Insurance affects groups

 BrisLETS became Incorporated

BrisLETS 1996



10 years on

 Alex was transaction secretary but did not attend committee meetings.
 Logan LETS was using the LETS Assist accounting system for the 

transactions.
 In 1998 BrisLETS celebrated 10 years with a Market day at Captain Burke 

Park (under the Story Bridge – contacts were Katy & Jo with a  notice in 
Quest papers – had trading goods, sausage sizzle, and fresh produce. It 
was very well attended especially by children.

BrisLETS 1998



Domain name

BrisLETS 1999

• Alex bought the Lets.org.au domain name - it was the go to site to 
find other LETS Australia wide, and the James Taris journey and 
other links.

• Jasmaine, Chair of Hervey Bay LETS, organised the LETS chat room 
on Monday nights. 



Permaculture

BrisLETS 2000

Alex Mitrow # 825 at the Lets stall at the 
3rd Annual Permaculture Show 
held at the Brookfield Showgrounds in  
2000 where Bill Mollison spoke - 
displaying some of Kev's goods, 
stools and bird house. Members got in for 
100% units + 10% $.

• Article from Michelle #1206 in 2000 newsletter – Benarrawa (a community member of 
LETS #882, combining it’s resources with LETS and the tool co-op resulted in people 
getting to know each other, acquiring clothes, books, plants, food, kids stuff, recycled 
timber and a brick barbeque shifted to it’s new home. The management committee were 
amazed that all this happened and no money was exchanged.

• Sept we received a grant from the Community Development Fund of $5365 which was 
spent on a laptop, printer, CD writer, scanner and marquee.
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